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New men at the helm
City and Shire Leaders plot the way forward

Aberdeen City and Shire has two new political leaders following the local government elections
earlier this year and they tell Business Bulletin of their hopes for the prosperity of the North-east
during their terms of office.

B

arney Crockett is former secondary school head teacher,
former chief executive of Grampian Racial Equality
Council and has also worked offshore and in the chemical
industry so he has plenty of life experience to help him in
what will be a challenging tenure.
However the Labour leader of Aberdeen City Council
believes that an energetic policy of going out meeting as
many members of the business community as possible to
demonstrate the alliance administration’s positive attitude is
already building confidence.
He believes the fact he has taken on the role of convener of
the enterprise, planning and infrastructure committee as well
as the council leadership, which he says is unique in Scottish
local government, is a clear indication the importance he
places on it.
Ahead of his interview with Business Bulletin he had just
featured on radio in Hull, the hardest place in the UK to find
a job, contrasting it with Aberdeen, the easiest place in the
UK to find one.
“There are an average of 80 online applications for each job
in Hull compared to 0.8 in Aberdeen,” he said.
“My job is to make it even easier.
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“I don’t think there is any city of our scale which would not
wish to be the oil capital of Europe – and Energy Capital of
Europe would be even better.
“Compared to recent administrations we will be much
tighter on a few priorities and I think folk are already seeing
that. The cornerstone of our contribution to the economic
development of the area is the Aberdeen Exhibition and
Conference Centre. People in the North-east realise how
heavy a load that imposes on the city and we have made
a decision costing virtually £29 million to write off the debt
for the AECC to allow it to drive forward and I don’t see that
as the end of that process. That will make it more attractive
for external people to serve on the board and make the big
decisions and put Aberdeen very much in the forefront of
the exhibition and conference field.”
He said events like The World Heavy Oil Congress which
is being held in September and the annually expanding All
Energy Conference were key to raising Aberdeen’s global
profile as were sustainability initiatives like the introduction
of hydrogen buses and hydrogen cars in the city’s car club.
“The key problem for city development, because Aberdeen
is doing so well in business terms, is attracting public
investment and we have to work with others to try to
maximise the public investment but also to involve the
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“We will face challenges about the population. Cities like
Aberdeen which are leading the world out of recession are
proving very attractive to migrant workers and while it is a
huge advantage for employers it poses certain problems for
local government but we have to try and make it work and
that is not easy.”
He accepts that the Aberdeen city centre is not of that
standard it should be and that there should be particular
focus on Union Street but stresses that comparisons should
only be made with other world cities in a similar league.
“I have been involved in economic development for many
years and one thing which has bedevilled us is comparisons
with cities which are much bigger than Aberdeen - we
should be aiming to be the small world city of Scotland.”
Soon the council will face major decisions on issues such
as what happens with the St Nicholas House site and the
development of Union Terrace Gardens which has proved to
one of the most controversial proposals in the city.
“The main problem for me with Union Terrace Gardens is
how divisive it has been for the city and part of my role is
to try to overcome division – to try to bring people together
and that is what I will be trying to do,” he said.
“I think business itself is very divided about the UTG issue
and I hope that they will see the positive drive of the Labour
and the wider coalition to develop the city and I think that
will be welcomed.”
Jim Gifford, leader of the Aberdeenshire Council Alliance 14 Conservative, 12 Liberal Democrat, and nine Independent
councillors – admits to being one of the North-east’s many
oil industry incomers.
However it is now approaching a quarter of a century since
he moved from his native Glasgow to Aberdeenshire and
he has been a Conservative candidate in Gordon District,
Grampian Region and Aberdeenshire Council elections as
well as those for the Westminster and Scottish Parliaments.
Sixteen years ago he started a successful manufacturing
business – Signs Express (Aberdeen) – and he believes that
the breadth of experience which he and his colleagues have
will ensure the success of the council.
“Whether it is running their own businesses, working for
other people or teaching - whatever experience they have
is very useful.
“This administration certainly hopes to continue the very
good relationship it has had with all kinds of business
organisations across the North-east,” he said.
“There are many things which the council does which have
an effect on business and we are very aware of that.
“Over the life of the last council, when we were looking
at the savings we were having to make in the budget, we
safeguarded three specific areas and one of those was
economic development because we know if businesses
aren’t out there employing people and generating the
money which is going round the system in this area then
the council is going to be struggling to provide the services
it does.
“Economic development was a key to our strategy and we
are going to progress that. We have just put the finishing

touches to our programme for the next five years which
focuses on many initiatives which are a continuation of
what are already doing but first and foremost pressurising
the Scottish Government to deliver all the infrastructure we
need.
“Without things like the AWPR, the dualling of the A90 at
Tipperty and the third Don crossing we will really be really
struggling to go forward. Developments cannot proceed
without the AWPR being built and very soon we are going
to hit the situation where projects are going to have to
be put on hold because the infrastructure is not there to
support them.
“These problems are out of our hands so we must continue
to lobby the Scottish Government to deliver them as soon
as possible.
“On my own patch, Formartine, there is a really exciting
and fairly large development at the Black Dog which
is a combined residential, retail, hotel business park
development. Its business plan cannot be delivered without
the AWPR because the whole premise of how it works is
attached to the grade separated junction at Balmedie for
access to the north and also round the city.
“There is also a very large housing development in Ellon,
which is really a small village with all the associated
development in terms of a new town centre, commercial and
retail and that can’t go ahead without decent infrastructure.”

FEATURES

private sector in more of what we do - and we are committed
to that.

He said both of these were five to 10 years programmes
which would create many construction jobs in addition to
the hotel, retail and commercial jobs the developments
would create.
“It was extremely frustrating to write the same letter in
my election newsletter this year as I did five years ago
highlighting the need for infrastructure.
Nothing has
changed in the time.
“We have a very good economic development group within
the council which supports everything from one man startups to large multi nationals which want to relocate. They do
a great job and that will continue including the promotion
of the Energetica project which is going to be a huge
opportunity for Aberdeenshire.
“There are projects at Peterhead up and running now and
once people start to realise ‘this actually can happen’ it will
be a great thing for the area.
“We have had a good relationship with the business
community over the last five years and we want to build on
it for the future.
“We will also be looking at opportunities to share services
with Aberdeen City Council and other partners. We are
doing that very successfully just now with procurement.
“Everyone should be able to bid for council work on an equal
footing and economic development is running a series of
seminars to try to help local businesses compete for council
work.
“There are concerns that it is a cumbersome process and
difficult to get into and it can be daunting when faced with
huge tender documents but we are trying to help them
understand these sort of things.
“We want to ensure that what we do as a council benefits
local business as much as possible.”
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Bibby visit

Clip and grow

NEWS

Katie Roberts, Rt. Hon Michael Moore MP (centre) and Bibby
Offshore Managing Director Fraser Moonie

A

berdeen-based subsea installation contractor Bibby
Offshore hosted a visit by the Secretary of State for
Scotland, Rt. Hon. Michael Moore MP, as part of a fact-finding
mission on the energy sector in the city in conjunction with
Oil & Gas UK.
He joined senior representatives from Bibby Offshore for
a tour of Aberdeen harbour and heard how the company
has successfully grown both in the UK North Sea and
internationally with plans for further expansion.
The Minister also met graduates Katie Roberts and Charlie
Jordan who joined Bibby Offshore as part of its Bibby
Academy initiative to add to the talent within the business.
It involves a graduate recruitment programme, attracting
and retraining personnel from other industries via a skills
conversion course and supporting ongoing staff training
and development.

Shire triple
Aberdeenshire Council has been named Scottish Transport
Authority of the Year for 2012.
It is the third time it has scooped the prestigious title for its
work in the field at the Scottish Transport Awards.
The council was shortlisted in two categories as an individual
authority and in a further three categories as a member of
a partnership.
It was also shortlisted in the Excellence in Road Safety, Traffic
Management and Enforcement category for improving road
safety in Aberdeenshire.
The council now goes through to the UK Transport Awards.

Elan Hair Design, Salon Coordinator, Lauren Milton and Keenan
Recycling, Account Executive, Stuart Youngson

Keenan Recycling, which transforms food and garden waste
into BSI accredited compost, has just introduced hair as a
new item which can be composted at their state-of-the-art
facility at New Deer, Aberdeenshire.
The firm deals with tens of thousands of tonnes of food and
green waste from businesses and local authorities across
Scotland. The compost produced from the waste is used on
gardens and crops by local businesses and farmers.
The service is now being rolled out to the hairdressing
industry.
Director of Keenan Recycling, Grant Keenan, explains:
“Human hair has a high nitrogen level, which is proven to help
plants thrive, therefore adding it to the recycling process
leads to an increase in slow release nitrogen in the compost,
which helps to maintain an even and rich growth. Opening
up the commercial food waste service to hairdressers adds
another dimension to the compost that we produce.”
Elan Hair Design in Inverurie is the first salon to use the
service in a bid to cut their waste to landfill.

Count on success
Aberdeen City Council’s Finance Team has been named the
best in the Scottish public sector.
The team won the first ever Scottish Accountancy Awards
Public Sector Finance Team of the Year prize at an awards
ceremony in Glasgow.
The award was given to the team “which has made an
outstanding difference/major impact to the public sector.”

Real Time Information (RTI) AGCC Lunch ‘n’ Learn
Seminar 3 September 2012, 11.45am – 2.00pm
All UK employers will be required to implement RTI in 2013.
Learn what your HMRC obligations will be, and how to effectively comply.
To book email events@agcc.co.uk or call 01224 343901.
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Market Access or
Market Entry?
G

rowth is the main priority for members. Of the six out of
10 members who currently export, most (c. 80%) appear
to want market access opportunities from the Chamber
rather than market entry support. Half of all exporters have
improved profitability over the last year. Export performance
in the region is driven more by tactical opportunity rather
than planned strategy, and the BRIC countries are the most
likely source of future export growth. These are some of the
headlines from a new export survey of nearly 350 members.
Earlier this year the British Chambers of Commerce
conducted a national trade survey which generated over
8,000 responses from British businesses. 348 Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce members responded to
the survey giving us a big enough sample size to conduct
an analysis of the results for this region. The main headlines
follow:

•
•

•
•
•

Members’ aspirations, skills and approach to exporting.
Growth is a business priority for the vast majority of
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber members. More than
eight in ten have ambitions to grow their domestic sales
and market share over the next year, while six in ten also
aim to grow their overseas sales.
Currently just less than six in ten members export to
overseas markets from the UK.
Only around a third of members feel it is important to
employ staff with language skills.
Naturally members face barriers to exporting. Access to
labour with the appropriate skills, the cost of international
transport connections and overseas regulations are the
most commonly mentioned challenges, identified by
around half of those who completed the survey.

Exporters’ views and experiences are reported as:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional and business services are being most
commonly exported by members; 53% of exporters
in Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber sell these services
overseas.
29% sell capital or semi-capital goods.
27% of exporters have a formal written export strategy,
and around two-fifths admit they are often distracted
from developing export trade by the day-to-day
management of their business.
Three-quarters of exporters indicate that they will
always adapt their products/services to meet overseas
market needs.
Approaching half admit that they don’t generally choose
specific markets to export to, rather the markets choose
them. Many tend to learn about export markets as they
go along.
EU member countries are the most popular export
location for member businesses; 79% sell to these
markets. 64% also export to EEA countries outside the
EU as well as Asia, including the Middle East.
Looking forward, the BRIC countries are the locations
that businesses feel will provide their business with the
greatest opportunities for growth over the next year.

•
•
•
•

Seven in ten claim that their export sales have increased
in the last 12 months.
Although the same proportion cannot claim to have
achieved a similar increase in profitability, some 54%
have nevertheless improved this.
28% of exporters have used UKTI to support the export
side of their business; but only 2% have used UK Export
Finance.
Exporters to the BRIC countries suggest that the
regulatory environment and differences in standards
in these countries affect their ability to increase sales
though other barriers are also constraining, such as
tariffs, enforcement of legal rights and protections,
political risk, overseas public sector procurement rules
and language and cultural differences.

Why don’t companies export?
The main factor stopping businesses exporting is reported
as not having a suitable offer. Seven in ten argue this while
three in ten suggest they have sufficient business in the UK.
Encouragingly, 17% of those who are not currently exporting
but have either done so in the last two years, are actively
considering it or are likely to consider it in the future. A
further 14% would do so if they received orders requiring
this. “Know how” and skills are most influential in nonexporters deciding whether to venture overseas, though
cashflow and payment risk are also important. Around twofifths suggest they would be more likely to start exporting if
they were faced with a drop in domestic sales revenue or a
fall in market share.

CHAMBER VIEWPOINT

Bob Collier
Chief Executive

The full survey will be made available to all members on
www.agcc.co.uk

Bob Collier
Chief Executive
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Hiretech success

NEWS

O

Paper cuts

il
and
gas
equipment rental
company, Hiretech Ltd,
has obtained three key
quality
certifications
which will help grow the
business and extend its
client base.

The Aberdeen office of legal firm Bond Pearce is helping the
company preserve a mini forest every year - 720 trees - by
cutting its use of paper.

Formed less than 18
months ago by Andy
Buchan,
Hiretech
has
obtained
DNV
accreditation for its
Andy Buchan
Quality, Environmental
and
Occupational
Health and Safety management systems.

A typical law firm with 100 staff consumes two million
sheets of paper a year which it takes 238 pine trees to
produce. With 650 staff across five offices that means more
than 1500 trees were being felled annually just to satisfy
the demand for paper from Bond Pearce – until they joined
forces with Canotec, a specialist in document management
solutions for the legal sector.

The three standards – ISO 9001:2008,
OHSAS 18001:2007 – were achieved
of a Support for Aberdeenshire grant
Council and a Business Improvement
Enterprise.

ISO 14001:2004 and
with the assistance
from Aberdeenshire
Grant from Scottish

Magma move

The energy conserving move is also saving Bond Pearce
around £100,000 a year and has put it in line for the Best
Technology Project for which it has been shortlisted in this
year’s Lawyer Magazine awards.

LSI expansion
Canadian-based wireless crane instrumentation and
technology company Load Systems International Inc has
expanded its operations with the launch of Aberdeen-based
Load Systems UK Ltd.
The Managing Director is Kirk Anderson with Millar Kennedy,
Sales Director and Richard Legge, Technical Director.
The Aberdeen operation will be responsible for the UK,
Europe and Middle East market sectors, providing state
of the art wireless instrumentation and technology to the
crane and lifting industry.
CEO and President of Load Systems International Inc, David
H Smith, said: “We currently operate from locations around
the world with facilities in Houston, Quebec City, Adelaide,
Australia and Dubai. The Aberdeen operation is ideally
situated and will play a major role in LSI’s growth plans.”

Foreground - Paul Rushton, Magma Products Managing Director;
to his right, Shane Knight and Ian Parkinson. Back row, from left,
Alan Hill, Bob Hume, Bruce Roberts and Laura Black.

Oil and gas engineering consultancy Magma Products, has
completed a £750,000 move to new offices as it looks to
recruit 20 engineers as part of its long-term growth strategy.
Aberdeen-based Magma, a North Sea commissioning and
start-up specialist, has moved in to 4,150 sq ft premises at
The Spires business park in the city’s Mugiemoss area. The
company currently has a team of 24 but now has capacity
for up to 60 personnel following the relocation from the city
centre.
Paul Rushton, managing director at Magma Products, said:
“We’ve enjoyed sustained growth since 2009, when the
business comprised just two people, and the move to larger
premises in a new commercial hub allows us to maintain
that impetus behind our business development.”

Recruitment and selection
business partners to
the oil and energy sector
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Celebrity scientists
Next month Aberdeen will play host to The British Science
Festival – one of Europe’s largest and most high profile
public science events.
From September 4-9, the city will welcome some of the UK’s
well-known and well-loved celebrity scientists – including
popular TV physicist Brian Cox, Bill Bryson and Richard
Wiseman.
The Festival is run by the British Science Association,
which this year have been working in close collaboration
with partners the University of Aberdeen and TechFestSetPoint. The Festival has been held nearly every year since
1831, taking place in different locations around the UK. It has
previously been held in Aberdeen four times - in 1859, 1885,
1934 and 1963.

www.macresourcing.com
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News in brief
Aberdeen based recruitment agency Cammach
Recruitment has achieved a 46% increase in turnover
from £4.6 million in 2011 to £6.75 million in 2012.

International oilfield services company Expro has
been commended in the oil and gas industry sector
of the annual 2012 Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA) safety awards.
Expro has received awards from RoSPA for the past
eight years including a coveted Gold Medal In 2010 in
recognition of six years of industry-leading health and
safety performance and commitment.
Downhole Products has announced deals worth $6
million for its Middle East operation.
The work takes in a variety of locations including UAE,
Iraq and Saudi Arabia.
An Aberdeen reprographics company has secured over
£3m worth of contracts in the first six months of the
year.
The contract wins for Northeast Reprographics based
at Marywell, on the outskirts of Aberdeen, has set the
company on track for a 20% growth in turnover for
2012.
The Enchanted Castle will return to Crathes this winter
with a brand new light and sound extravaganza Fantasia.
The five night event – from November 21-25 is sponsored
by Petrofac and will feature a new woodland garden
trail, a magic zone and an adults only evening on
Wednesday, November 21.
Dyce-based logistics firm, Thistle Couriers, has been
named “Scotland and Ireland Depot of the Year 2012”
for the fourth year in succession by APC Overnight
Network of which it is a member.
Just weeks before the firm’s first birthday the human
resources and business consultancy Hunter Adams has
acquired Aberdeen-based Spectrum HR.

GOOD NEWS FOR CHARITIES
Charities will be delighted with the recent U-turn by the
government on charitable donations. In the 2012 budget the
Chancellor announced controversial plans to limit the tax relief
on charitable giving by restricting the amount a person could
donate to the higher of £50,000 or 25% of income. These
plans have now been scrapped, allaying the fears of many
charities that major charitable donations would have ceased.
Individuals can therefore continue to donate to charities as
before and may obtain unrestricted higher rate income tax
relief for gift aid donations or income tax relief at the higher
rate for gifts of shares or land and buildings.

NEWS

AGR has acquired an 80% shareholding in Steinsvik
& Co AS which is headquartered in Stavanger and
supplies safety professionals, including safety coaches
and internal control officers to drilling rigs in the
Norwegian market.
The firm also provides HSE training for oil companies
and performs safety inspections on rigs operating both
in the Norwegian sector and internationally.

This U-turn however did not extend to the other tax reliefs
threatened in the Chancellor’s 2012 budget statement.
Consultation will continue over the summer on the proposed
cap of £50,000 or 25% of income on the following reliefs 1. Loss relief
Currently individuals can set off a trading loss of a tax
year against total income of that or the previous tax year.
After 6 April 2013 sideways relief against other income for
trading losses will be limited, e.g. an individual with income
below £200,000 will only be able to use £50,000 of this
relief against income.
Consideration should therefore be given to bringing
forward a business year end to ensure a loss falls within
the current tax year or look to accelerate income into the
current year to maximise the use of losses available.
2. Loan interest
Currently relief at a taxpayers highest rate of tax is given
for qualifying interest paid on a variety of personal loans
including loans to provide partnership capital or personal
loans to invest in unquoted companies. A cap will apply
after 6 April 2013 to loan interest claimed by the individual
as opposed to interest claimed as a business expense so
consideration should therefore be given to such loans
being taken out by the business itself rather than by the
individual.
The above of course is subject to another U-turn by the
government over the summer – so watch this space.

CONTACT: Sheena Anderson, Private Client Tax Partner
email: sheena.anderson@aab.co.uk

For all Members News please go to:
www.agcc.co.uk/membersnews

9 Queens Road, Aberdeen, AB15 4YL
tel: 01224 625111 fax: 01224 626007
website: www.aab.co.uk
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New CLAN HQ

BIG is biggest

B

PR and digital marketing agency The BIG Partnership has
retained its position as the largest consultancy outside
London in the newly-unveiled PR Week Top 150 annual
rankings.

rian Adam MSP, the Scottish Government’s Minister for
Parliamentary Business, has officially opened CLAN
Cancer Support’s new headquarters on Westburn Road,
Aberdeen.
The new CLAN House is enabling the charity to increase the
services and support it offers to anyone affected by cancer
in the North-east of Scotland, Orkney and Shetland.
During the visit Mr Adam toured the centre to see the full
range of services on offer to CLAN clients. This included the
centre’s dedicated accommodation facility, CLAN Haven
and an area designed specifically for the charity’s children
and family therapeutic service.

NEWS

The MSP was also able to see the charity in action in Orkney
and Shetland through a video link to Kirkwall and Lerwick.

Jubilee jet

PR Week publishes its annual Top 150 Survey based on the
audited accounts of every major consultancy in the country.
The results show that, for the fourth time in the past five
years, BIG Partnership has topped the regional chart for
fee income (£6.266m) and is the tenth largest independent
agency in the the UK.

Evoke contract
Aberdeen SharePoint specialists, Evoke IT, is working
on a major contract to provide SharePoint consultancy,
development and training for Robert Gordon University.
The aim of the project is to make it easy and quick for
students and staff to access not only course materials and
schedules but also their emails, social media accounts and
workspaces, all via one portal, from anywhere, on or off
campus, using laptops or tablets.
Evoke IT started off with extensive research into the actual
requirements of the end users through face to face sessions
and lab sessions. They have had to work closely with several
teams within RGU to integrate SharePoint seamlessly with
the other systems currently being used at the university.

UK regional airline Eastern Airways, which operates flights
from Aberdeen Airport, has been flying the flag for Britain
this summer with one of its aircraft in patriotic Union Jack
livery to commemorate Her Majesty The Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee.
The new livery is on the fuselage and tailfin of a 37-seater
Embraer 135 jet with Rolls Royce engines, which flies around
Eastern Airways’ UK and European network.

Maersk invests
Maersk Training, part of the A.P. Moller-Maersk Group, has
invested £500,000 to build on the success of its training for
offshore survival and major emergency management.
It is adding fire team and boat training to its portfolio of
courses.
At the existing facility in Portlethen , a major expansion has
seen the addition of new classrooms and related facilities
and the upgrade of the fire ground, which now includes a
multi-storey training module.
Fire team courses will be delivered by a team of qualified
fire fighters
In Stonehaven, a partnership has been established with the
Maritime Rescue Institute (MRI) to deliver boat training.
MRI’s facilities have been enhanced and new life boats and
fast rescue crafts have been procured.
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Car trial success
The world’s first car club trial of hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles
has been hailed a resounding success.
Hyundai
loaned
Aberdeen’s
newly-established
Commonwheels car club two of its left-hand-drive fuel cell
vehicles ahead of the All-Energy Conference and energy
storage clean fuel firm ITM Power provided a mobile
hydrogen re-fuelling station HFuel to keep the cars running.
More than 40 people drove the two Hyundai SUVs, which
only emit water, during the high-profile four day trial in
Aberdeen and Commonwheels saw a flurry of activity with
the number of business and individuals enquiring about car
club membership and signing up to it.
The left-hand vehicles were refuelled 18 times in total during
the Commonwheels trial, using hydrogen produced by
an ITM Power mobile refuelling station at the Aberdeen
Exhibition and Conference Centre, using wind power and
water, before the cars moved onto the All-Energy event.
Aberdeen City Council Leader Barney Crockett said: “This
new technology is fascinating and has clearly caught the
attention of the people of Aberdeen and businesses alike.
“The Hyundai cars were in great demand and ITM Power’s
mobile refuelling station went a long way to dispel the myth
that the infrastructure required to power this type of vehicle
is years away.”

PREMIER PARTNERS
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Aberdeen Airport, the fastest
growing airport in the UK 2011*
Thanks for getting on board

*CAA data, published January 2012, comparing airports over 500,000 passengers

Ferguson in UAE

Top man

T

NEWS

he Ferguson Group,
specialists in the
rental of equipment
to the offshore energy
industry, has launched
a new company in the
Middle East.
Ferguson Middle East
FZE, based in UAE,
has been formed to
support the Group’s
growing
range
of
offshore
containers,
accommodation
modules,
workspace
modules
and
refrigerated containers.

Steven
Ferguson,
Chairman and CEO of
the Ferguson Group,
said: “In the past few
years we have enjoyed tremendous growth in the Middle
East, so having our own company based in the region
will help even further as we internationalise our product
offering.”
Moegens Thyssen, Country Manager,
Ferguson Middle East

The new company will be based in the Jebel Ali Freezone in
Dubai, one of the area’s key business centres. The office is
based near to Ferguson’s port and yard.

Great graffiti
An innovative wall of art inspired by a New York graffiti artist
is set to transform one of the entrances to an Aberdeen
secondary school thanks to support from oil and gas
operator GDF SUEZ E&P UK.
A dozen first and second year students at Harlaw Academy
spent their activity week creating a huge 3.5 metre x 3.5
metre 3D wall mounting, which is in the eye-catching style
of artist Keith Haring, with each central figure representing
a faculty within the school.
The North Sea oil and gas operator is developing a
partnership with the school and donated £2,000 to cover
the costs of the artwork and decorating the entrance
hallway to make it more inviting for pupils and visitors to
the Albyn Place building.
Photographs of the wall of art will be uploaded to the official
Keith Haring website, so could reach a global audience.
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Neil McDonald

Aberdeen company, The Fifth Business, has had is logo
displayed “on the roof of the world” thanks to the efforts of
a dad who decided to conquer Everest to raise money for
research into the disease which has affected his daughter.
Neil McDonald not only succeeded in scaling the world’s
highest mountain but raised more than £115,000 for the
Juvenile Diabetes Research Fund.
Neil’s nine-year-old daughter Darcey has been coping with
childhood diabetes since she was three and in 2010 he began
a rigorous training programme and undertook numerous
mountaineering expeditions to build the skills and stamina
he would need for the challenge.
Neil scaled a series of the world’s highest peaks including
Mont Blanc and Aconcagua in South America to ready
himself for his attempt on Everest. But little could have
prepared him for a life-or-death situation arising on one
section of his climb on the Himalayan peak. Neil came
across a United Arab Emirates climber in desperate need
of help.
He was extremely weak and disoriented, his eyes were
frozen shut, his oxygen tank was dangerously low and he
was tangled helplessly in his own ropes. Neil singlehandedly
lowered the man down the slopes in sub-zero conditions,
sharing oxygen and swapping stories about their loved ones
to keep the stricken climber conscious and motivated.
Having safely reached Advanced Base Camp with his charge,
Neil returned to his own challenge – and finally summited at
4:30am on May 25 when he repaid The Fifth Business by
taking them to unbeatable global position.
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G

lobal provider of
diversified energy
services,
Senergy,
has been awarded a
framework agreement
with contracts up to
£1.8 million by the UK
government to examine
ways of prolonging the
production life of the
North Sea oil and gas
industry.

The three-year project,
which
is
already
underway, will support
the work of the Department for Energy and Climate Change
as it seeks to secure maximum recovery from existing oil and
gas developments as well as the exploration of opportunities
to access new reserves in technically challenging fields.
Les Coats

Les Coats, Senergy’s general manager Europe, said: “We will
be drawing upon a variety of our technical and professional
disciplines within Senergy to meet the remit of the contract
and provide a detailed assessment of the challenges and
opportunities as they exist.
“This project has extra significance given the popular belief
that we are at a critical point in terms of deciding which
direction the North Sea industry now needs to take to
ensure its long-term future.”

Indigo’s new service

150 new jobs
Wood Group PSN (WGPSN) is creating 150 new jobs in
Aberdeen as it outlines plans to introduce a dedicated
project delivery arm to its business. The move is designed to
enhance the company’s ability to secure and deliver largescale North Sea projects.
The oil and gas project market worldwide is valued at near
£100 billion per annum and WGPSN estimates around 30%
of this to be opportunities in the brownfield projects sector,
with a value of £30 billion annually.
Andy Mackay, projects business manager at WGPSN
explained: “We have had great success winning and retaining
engineering and construction, operations and maintenance
and integrated service contracts, establishing a reputation
for our capability in these areas. Our ambition now is to
further develop WGPSN’s project delivery CV and provide
our customers with dedicated project capability, either
within or independent of existing contract frameworks.”
WGPSN is currently recruiting skilled project management
and project services personnel, and those with experience
in engineering, construction and commissioning on major
capital projects. The majority of the jobs will be for positions
in Aberdeen with opportunities extending to the company’s
offices in Glasgow, Runcorn and Hull.
WGPSN has employed over 1000 new employees year to
date in the UK. This brings the company’s UK-based onshore
and offshore workforce to over 8300.

Saving parks

Leading local IT firm, Indigo Technologies has developed
and launched a new service set to transform wireless
internet access in the Granite City.

Aberdeen City Council is hoping to secure the future of six
of its recreational outdoor spaces for future generations
through a national scheme to mark the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee and the London Olympics.

The Geoweave Wireless™ is a building wide wireless system,
which overcomes the signal challenges that Aberdeen’s
famous thick granite stone presents, to deliver superior
wireless internet access throughout an entire building.

The Queen Elizabeth Fields Challenge gives communities
an opportunity to vote for an outdoor space in their area
to become one of 2,012 across the UK to be permanently
protected under the initiative.

Commenting on the new service, Sean Thomson, Director
of Indigo Technologies, said: “With a large number of our
clients located in the city centre and west end, and having
recently moved to Rubislaw Terrace ourselves, we were
acutely aware of the issues that granite buildings posed to
wireless internet access and the frustration and limitations
to businesses.

Aberdeen City Council has put forward Allan Douglas
Park, Bucksburn Community Garden, Coronation Park, Eric
Hendry Park, Kaimhill Community Garden and Westerton
Park for protection.

“With an innovative team of IT specialists, we decided to
develop a system which would combat the poor coverage
received in granite buildings.”

NEWS

Senergy success

Residents can vote for these facilities by visiting the Queen
Elizabeth Fields Challenge website at www.qe2fields.com
and selecting Aberdeen City Council in the drop down
menu.
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Chamber at the Hub

FEATURES

New office for a new era

Former Presidents and Chief Executives of AGCC gathered with current staff to celebrate the move (L-R) Deputy Provost Norman Smith,
Colin Crosby, Andrew Lewis, Gordon Prentice, A Bryan Broomfield, Hamish Milne, Carol Benzie, Scott Taylor, Amanda Harvie, Brenda Hay,
Mike Salter, George Yule, Colin Parker, Isabel Grant, Brian Pack, Seona Shand, Robert Collier, Tom Smith, Cllr Willie Young, Geoff Runcie

A

new era is underway for Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber
of Commerce with not only a new board and council but
also a new home. Chamber members will enjoy an enhanced
service following its move to custom built premises.

“We were exploring other possibilities when we were
approached by Scottish Enterprise who were looking to
develop in the Energy Park and were in need of an anchor
tenant.”

The Chamber is the anchor tenant in The Hub on the
Aberdeen Energy Park at the Bridge of Don in which
Scottish Enterprise and Buccleuch Property have made a
multi million pound investment.

The joint venture with Buccleuch Property, Aberdeen
Science Parks LP, is delivering a number of key investment
projects over the next few years including a second phase
of the Energy Development Centre which is providing an
additional 22,600 sq ft of workshop and laboratory space. In
addition they have provided the Hub in which the Chamber
is housed on the ground floor and which includes central
facilities such as a reception and a cafe.

They have formed a joint-venture partnership to help
transform nearly 155,000 sq ft of multi-let space in the
Aberdeen Energy Park and the nearby Innovation Park
which form part of the flagship Energetica project.
The Parks cover more than 70 hectares and are a key element
of Energetica which aims to create a world-class technology
development, leisure and housing zone north of Aberdeen.
The Chamber’s move is a demonstration of its commitment
to Energetica but there will be numerous benefits for its
1200 members and it will significantly improve working
conditions for its dedicated staff.
Gordon Prentice, the Chamber’s Business Services Director,
explained that the search for new premises started in 2010.
The Chamber moved into its Greenhole Place base in 2005
and with the lease due to expire this year the options were
to remain there or find a better alternative.
“We were looking to freshen our offering up to members
and there was limited scope in terms of developing that
alternative at Greenhole Place,” he said.
14
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“With the Board’s help we were able to develop a business
case to allow us to make the move and provide a significantly
improved facility for ourselves and our members at very
little additional cost,” said Gordon.
“As in any member organisation whatever money comes in
has to be spent on member’s services - that is fundamental
to what we do.
“We had to be very careful to ensure that whatever deal
we struck provided best value from our investment and we
think we have achieved that.
“We had a blank canvas and we worked with the
Aberdeen Science Parks LP architects and designers.
There was not an awful lot wrong with the layout at
Greenhole Place and what we have created is therefore
not dissimilar but we have considerably more flexibility.
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The Chamber’s new headquarters has been carefully
planned not only to be efficient for staff and members
but also with environmental performance in mind.
It has achieved an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)
rating of B which is the second highest category and
generally regarded the highest a building of this type
might expect to secure. The current average grading for
homes is “D”

The measures used include aspects related to energy
and water use, the internal environment (health and wellbeing), pollution, transport, materials, waste, ecology
and management processes.
Steph Dorward, a senior surveyor with developers and
joint owners of the Park Buccleuch Property said: “This
building has been developed within to a budget and the
most efficient best possible systems within that budget
have been incorporated.

FEATURES

The Hub has also secured a “Very Good” BREEAM
rating. BREEAM sets the standard for best practice in
sustainable building design, construction and operation
and has become one of the most comprehensive and
widely recognised measures of a building’s environmental
performance.

“It is a multi tenanted building with a reception area and
has been designed to create an attractive environment
with an efficient core which has a positive impact on
the maintenance costs of the building as there is less
‘common’ floor area to maintain minimising the buildings
service charge levied against the occupiers.”
The Hub building has been designed to achieve
high levels of thermal insulation and will be naturally
ventilated. Heat gain will be controlled by solar insulating
double glazing to the south and west.
“Instead of two discrete decently sized training rooms we
now have two rooms which can be made into one. That
gives us an option to comfortably hold meetings for anything
from a handful of people up to around 50.
“We are also able to create different styles of space with
varying levels of formality. There can be an open meeting
room, a closed meeting room and a café style meeting
facility - people can choose where they want to go. All
facilities can be hired but the spaces are also designed to
encourage members to drop in en route to other meetings,
using our wi-fi to keep in touch.
“The new building will enable us to hold a larger number of
events in-house, which was previously not possible, and will
significantly reduce outsourcing venue costs.
“By slightly reducing our office floor space in comparison to
our previous premises, we have achieved all these benefits
at a marginal increase in operating costs.
“There will also be other meeting facilities in the Hub as well
as the cafe which is being promoted as a central meeting
place for all tenants on the park.

The heating and cooling of the building is by an Air
Source Heat Pump which is unique within the multitenanted buildings on the Aberdeen Energy and
Innovation Parks and which provides the 15% renewable
element required by the planning legislation. Air source
heat pumps absorb heat from the outside air even when
the temperature is as low as -15° C.
By providing a low energy means of cooling the building,
this will avoid the need for future installation of air
conditioning units for cooling.
Robertson, the main contractor responsible for building
The Hub and fitting out the AGCC suite is registered as
Considerate Constructors (www.ccscheme.org.uk).
The means they are monitored against a Code of
Considerate Practice, designed to encourage best
practice beyond statutory requirements. The Scheme
commits those sites and companies registered with
it to be considerate and good neighbours, as well as
respectful, environmentally conscious, responsible and
accountable. Registered sites and companies must also
consider their appearance and safety.

“This is a new meeting space for the business community
on the north of Aberdeen and at the southern gateway of
Energetica.
“That also made it very attractive because as a member of
ACSEF it is one way of demonstrating our support for the
Energetica initiative.”
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A pleasure
doing business

Kim Stephen
Events Executive

A
EVENTS

fter moving into our new offices almost a month ago
we are now well and truly settled in. With fantastic new
facilities we are excited about holding even more events for
our members.
The first half of the year has seen over 2100 delegates
attend 50 events covering topics from renewable energy
to changes in pension legislation. We’ve hosted a high
profile inward Trade Mission from the Falkland Islands to
intimate breakfast meetings with various Scottish and UK
Politicians.
We are pleased to say that our Business Breakfasts continue
to prove very popular with an average monthly attendance
of over 190 which is up almost 10% on last year. This year
we got a kick start from Dr Ed Coats who spoke about his
artic adventure and since then we’ve covered the Scotland
Bill and its potential impact on Aberdeen city and shire
businesses to how we, as a region, can help fill the skills
gaps that are present in the local economy.
Lunch ‘n’ Learn sessions are also on the up with companies
taking up the speaking opportunity to help inform the
business community about changes in legislation and laws
whilst raising the profile of their company.
So far we have heard from expert speakers on how the
new auto-enrolment pension scheme should be integrated
into business practice to how valuable reservists and their
transferable skills can be within an organisation.
If you are interested in sponsoring a Lunch ‘n’ Learn
and raising your company’s profile contact Kim
Stephen, Events Executive on 01224 343922 or
kim.stephen@agcc.co.uk
Plans for this year’s Northern Star Business Awards are
already well underway and this sell-out event has a waiting
list in operation. With nominations up 25% on last year,
and over 38 finalists shortlisted across 13 categories the
ceremony is sure to show just how Aberdeen city and shire
businesses shine in the region.
Looking forward, the rest of 2012 is shaping up to be as busy
as the first half with several events already in the calendar.
September sees a host of Lunch ‘n’ Learns covering topics
of social media and PAYE changes. Members can also look
forward to Breakfasts covering heavy oil and unconventional
gas to the economy and creative industries.
For
further
information
on
what’s
up
check
our
website
for
more
www.agcc.co.uk/agcc-chamber-events

coming
details

If you’re looking for the perfect setting
for your next business meeting, the
historic 13th century Meldrum House
Estate has everything to bring out the
best in your colleagues and staff.
Just a short hop from Aberdeen airport you’ll find our
conference centre. The centre is fully adaptable to suit all types
of corporate event from presentations to workshops, and comes
fully equipped with all the necessary technology.
We offer a more civilised pace of life designed to make your
business a pleasure. When the work is done you and your guests
can sample our fine dining experience in our award-winning
restaurant and enjoy the ambience of our relaxing hotel rooms.
As if that’s not enough, we have one of Scotland’s most beautiful
golf courses right on the doorstep, one guaranteed to provide an
unforgettable, if not challenging experience.
Make your event one to remember by combining your business
with the pleasure of being at Meldrum House.

Oldmeldrum, Aberdeenshire, Scotland
Email: enquiries@meldrumhouse.com

Tel: +44 (0)1651 872294
www.meldrumhouse.com

AA
Visit Scotland

XXXX

SCOTTISH HOTEL AWARDS – DESIGN GOLD MEDAL WINNER 2011
HOSPITALITY TRAINING RESTAURANT OF THE YEAR 2011
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The ultimate business
network
CHAMBER NETWORKS

PUTTING MEMBERS AT THE HEART OF THE CHAMBER

W

We continued the Membership Recognition Awards at the
AGM and acknowledged ASA Recruitment (Gold), Campbell
Dallas LLP (Silver), Norse Ltd (Silver), Sub-Drill Supply Ltd
(Silver), The Urquhart Partnership (Bronze), Lofthus Signs
(Bronze) and OPS Group (Bronze) for their 25, 20 and 15
years continual membership.

ith the office move now complete, the emphasis is
to continue with our aim to put members’ needs at
the heart of the work of Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber
of Commerce and, as a result, we have now completed the
launch of our 12 Chamber Networks which include :

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Services
Culture & Creative
Energy
Finance
Food & Drink
Property
Research
Retail
Skills
Third Sector
Tourism
Transport

Part of the services now offered is a suite of surveys to
provide sector-specific research on businesses in Northeast Scotland and your Chamber has published five of
these covering Renewable Energy, Third Sector, Food
& Drink, Skills and Tourism. The remainder of 2012 will
focus on Finance, Transport, Property and Culture and
Creative and copies of all the surveys can be found at
www.agcc.co.uk/chamber-network

CHAMBER GOLF CHALLENGE 2012
Some of our Premier Partners took part in the Chamber
Golf Tournament 2012, held at Trump International Golf
Links, Scotland and in association with Adam & Co. The
event, which sold out within days of being announced, was
a resounding success, particularly as the sun shone for some
of the day. This golf tournament was the first corporate
outing to be held at the newly completed traditional Scottish
links golf course which provided players with exceptional
surfaces and a truly magnificent experience.

MEMBERSHIP

Seona Shand
Head of Membership

However, the surprise of the day was the first hole in one
for the course, by Neale Stewart, Finance Director at Bibby
Offshore who struck it lucky at the 16th hole. Mr Stewart,
with a handicap of 7 said, “it was my first ever hole in one. I
ended up having to buy a round of drinks at the clubhouse
but got off lightly as a lot of guests were driving.”

FIRST CORPORATE OUTING AT TRUMP INTERNATIONAL GOLF LINKS, SCOTLAND
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Biggest in North Sea

News in brief

NEWS

Safetest (Scotland) has launched the irPAT Safety
Inspection to help companies fully comply with the
relevant regulations regarding electrical safety.
The new thermographic inspection service eliminates
the need for electrical shutdown of critical systems
such as servers and equipment which run round the
clock and reduces costs through decreased downtime.
Traditional portable appliance testing of this type of
equipment has involved either a lengthy shutdown or
inspection by visual examination only.

Doug Duguid and UK Manager Stuart Smith watch crane
technician Ryan Nicol working on a crane boom

M

echanical engineering group EnerMech has been
awarded a multi-million pound contract to manage
the UK North Sea offshore crane assets of Talisman Energy
(UK) Limited.
The five-year contract, with two additional one year options,
is the Aberdeen-based mechanical engineering group’s
largest single contract award and includes the operation,
maintenance, engineering and inspection of more than 30
offshore cranes located across Talisman’s 11 UKCS offshore
installations.
Around 50 new posts will be created at EnerMech and a
number of people will transfer from the current contract
holder, pushing EnerMech’s total workforce to just under
1200.
EnerMech managing director, Doug Duguid, said he believed
the award was the largest contract of its type in the North
Sea.
“We have invested £7 million in acquiring and transforming
Howes Road into a single site engineering, maintenance
and storage hub, capable of fulfilling the largest contracts.
Just as important has been our policy of recruiting the best
engineering talent the industry has to offer and establishing
a base in Bristol, which has a strong engineering heritage, has
strengthened our skills pool and is now paying dividends.”

Well services grow
An Oil & Gas UK report on the UK oil and gas well services
sector shows that in 2011 the gross revenue generated from
UK oil and gas business grew by 28% to $2.8 billion (£1.7
billion).

Fifth Ring Integrated Corporate Communications is
celebrating after its Aberdeen office picked up two
international awards in the United States.
The company has been awarded the Business Marketing
Association B2 Awards Group Category Winner in
Corporate Brand/Identity and Best of Category Winner
in Corporate Tagline for the rebranding and positioning
of Proserv, as a major player in oil and gas services.
Bill Law, a driver for city bus operator First Aberdeen,
has been elected “Employee Director’” to the company’s
Board for a record fourth term by his colleagues.
Emergency response and risk management consultancy
Altor Risk Group has received joint OPITO approval on
its first oil and gas industry safety course since entering
into a partnership with training provider Falck Nutec.
Luxury country house hotel and golf course, Meldrum
House won the Grampian Restaurant of the Year title
for the third consecutive time.
The hotel’s dining room recently recently received 2 AA
rosettes for its food.
OilCareers.com
and
Aberdeenshire
Housing
Partnership (AHP) have moved into new premises in
Westhill.
AHP invested £1.2 million in the state of the art premises
at Abercrombie Court, Arnhall Business Park, Westhill.

The number of highly-skilled jobs supported by the sector
across the UK also rose 10% to 13,000, including 2,000
graduate engineers and 1,500 technicians.

Brodies LLP has been named Scotland Law Firm of the
Year in Who’s Who Legal for the third time.
Who’s Who Legal lists only the leading lawyers in
each field, based exclusively on the findings of an
independent six-month research process which
encompasses feedback from private practitioners,
clients and other experts in the sector.

Alongside the increase in gross revenue and employment,
the sector’s UK earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation
and amortisation (EBITDA) rose by 23 % to $437 million
(£273 million) in 2011.

The sustainability performance of FirstGroup, the
leading transport operator in the UK and North
America, has been named best in the UK and second
best in the world.

Investment in future capacity also increased by 20% to $178
million (£111 million), half of which was in capital equipment,
the other half in new technology.
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RS Occupational Health – which operates from
Aberdeen, Inverness and Great Yarmouth – has
launched a secure certificate system which guarantees
the validity of all certificates produced by the company.
A unique serial number for each certificate and personal
information can be entered into the RS Occupational
Health website for immediate confirmation of validity
reducing the risk of forgery.

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce

For all Members News please go to:
www.agcc.co.uk/membersnews
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Advertorial

Insight – the currency
of international trade
By Graham Blair, Area Director for Bank of Scotland

PREMIER PARTNERS

When businesses in Scotland begin to measure turnover
in millions of pounds, it’s fair to say that running them can
generate a whole new set of headaches.
Protecting cash flow from unpredictable foreign exchange
fluctuations is one concern which will trouble companies
that import and export – particularly in these volatile markets.
Little growth in the UK economy means revenue generated
from fast growing overseas economies is increasingly
the income stream needed to keep a growing business
moving forward.
Yet Bank of Scotland’s own research shows us that only
11 per cent of businesses in Scotland plan to protect
these revenues, despite 19 per cent being active in
overseas markets.
With so many other pressures facing the management team
of growing businesses, it isn’t surprising that predicting the
ebb and flow of foreign exchange rates falls down a list of
company priorities.

Make revenue protection a priority
Protecting your revenue streams and securing your costs
when exporting or importing should make Foreign Exchange
Risk Management a core part of your strategy.
Businesses of all sizes in Scotland have found a sudden shift
in exchange rates can turn a good contract bad. Reducing
the risk of that can be addressed with a few simple options:
• You may be able to negotiate terms with your supplier
which allow for adjustments due to currency fluctuations.
• Some suppliers may be willing to let you invoice in
sterling so that your transaction is only linked to the
value of the pound.
• Try and negotiate terms on a fixed price.
• If you have a fixed price contract then you need to
consider implementing a Risk Management Strategy to
protect your fixed price currency exposure.

Graham Blair, Area Director for Bank of Scotland

Arena combines foreign exchange and money markets
deposit transacting with access to valuable market data and
economic insight to help businesses determine the optimum
time to trade.
Arena lets users display only the information they need
on their desktops, whether it’s charts of currency markets
movements, currency analysis from the Bank’s economists
or live market news. When they decide to transact they can
do so easily and quickly on Arena.
With finger-tip access to all the data, applications and
economic research, Arena helps businesses to manage
FX risk and trade effectively overseas.
Don’t ignore the benefits of international trade due to a
perception that the rewards are tempered by risk, seek
insight to help you take the opportunity for expansion into
new markets or strike up fresh supplier relationships overseas.

If exporting is something you plan to do more of, it is worth
opening a foreign currency account so that transactions
don’t have to be converted immediately.

For help with this, contact your relationship manager or
visit www.lloydsbankarena.com

But there is no real substitute for regional and market
knowledge. While predicting currency fluctuations might
be complex, the process of deciding which option suits a
company can be made a lot simpler with some research
and insight.

Bank of Scotland plc Registered Office: The Mound, Edinburgh EH1 1YZ. Registered in
Scotland no. SC327000. Telephone: 0870 600 5000.
Lloyds Bank Arena is a registered trademark of Lloyds TSB Bank Plc. Lloyds Bank, Lloyds
TSB Corporate Markets and Lloyds TSB are trading names of Lloyds TSB Bank plc and
Lloyds TSB Scotland plc.
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority under number 169628.

Knowing your market
Our recently launched Arena e-solution from Lloyds Bank
Wholesale Banking & Markets is designed to do just that.
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Finalists Announced

Winners - Northern Star Business Awards 2011

T

he outstanding quality of companies across North-east
Scotland will be celebrated on October 11 when the
winners are decided from the 38 finalists in the ninth
Northern Star Business Awards.
Journalist, broadcaster and writer Sally Magnusson will
host what has become one of Scotland’s biggest business
award ceremonies and will be attended by more than 800
guests. This is the ninth year of the awards which bring not
just honour and prestige for the winners but also business
benefits with previous finalists and winners having reported
growing business and sales on the back of the increased
exposure and profile generated by their involvement.
The number of nominations rose 25% this year and from
them 38 finalists have been shortlisted across 13 categories.
Rising Star - Sponsored by Aberdeen Airport
Alex Crossland
I feel fortunate to have an employer that is so supportive
in terms of providing the opportunities for me to excel and
develop. I’m in very good company with the other nominees
so it is a huge compliment to be considered to win this
prestigious award.
Aileen Scott
This is Indigo’s fifth consecutive year of being shortlisted
for the finals of this prestigious event and I am extremely
excited about reaching the finals of this award. I am looking
forward to what will be a great night at the Northern Star
Awards dinner in October.
Gemma Main
I’m delighted to be shortlisted for this award. One of the
highlights of my year has been setting up the Connecting
Emerging Leaders network. It’s been a great deal of hard
work but the success has been astounding and I’m very
proud to be recognised in this way.
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Overall Small Business
Pipelines 2 Data
P2D are thrilled to be nominated for a Northern Star Business
Award because we are so proud of what we do. We have
a highly skilled team who strive to deliver the best services
to customers all of the time…so recognition of this scale is
fantastic.
Keenan Recycling
We are thrilled to be a finalist in the Northern Star Small
Business Category. We are an ambitious company and
delighted that the team’s effort has been recognised by
reaching the final stage.
Claremont Office Interiors
Being shortlisted as a Northern Star finalist is fabulous
recognition for all the effort, hard work and passion that is
demonstrated by every member of the Claremont team as
they strive to provide the highest levels of customer service
for our clients. We are delighted!
Achievement in International Business - Sponsored by
Aberdeen Harbour
ASET
Aberdeen Skills and Enterprise Training Ltd (ASET) is
delighted to receive recognition for the company in the
Energy Capital of Europe. This honour will provide an
added advantage to ASET in bidding for contracts in the
International Oil & Gas Training Market.
Craig International Supplies
CIS is delighted to be a finalist for the Achievement in
International Business Award. It reflects our continued
growth and global market success which places customers
needs at the forefront of all strategic decision making whilst
having a dedicated staff to provide a high level of service
worldwide.

Let your business shine

Energy Award - Sponsored by BG Group

Overall Global Business

Meta
In addition to raising the profile of Meta following its recent
rebrand, being short-listed for the Energy Award provides
real recognition to our innovative staff who have spent
years developing and perfecting a ground-breaking range
of premium, life-of-well, isolation products.

Entier
Over the last four years Entier has laid the foundations for
future growth, enabling us to compete on a global scale. To
be shortlisted in this category for the second consecutive
year demonstrates our consistent performance and is a
great honour.

Romar International
Being shortlisted within these prominent awards is a
brilliant achievement for ROMAR. It is recognition of all the
continuous hard work by the whole team. ROMAR’s on-going
research and development in line with the requirements of
the oil and gas industry is fundamental to the business.

Hydrasun Group
We are very proud to have been shortlisted for this award.
Hydrasun has seen significant growth and development
over the last few years and we have a clear strategy and
plan to ensure we continue to achieve our ambitious goals.

We will carry the comments of the remaining finalists in
the September issue of Business Bulletin. They are:

Excellence in Customer Service - Sponsored by AXIS Well Technology
Prodrill Energy Resource Solutions
To be named a finalist in the Northern Star Business Awards
is testament to the hard work and dedication our team
contributes to our daily operations - without them we
wouldn’t be enjoying the successes we are today.
Ernst & Young
We are delighted to be nominated for an excellence in
customer service award. We strive to provide a quality
service to our clients at all times and for our commitment
to be recognised in this way is something we are all very
proud of.
Swagelok Scotland
The team at Swagelok Scotland embrace customer service
in a holistic manner - from simplifying and speeding the
account opening process through to ensuring on time
“perfect” delivery - and everything in between. All are
responsible for creating the Customer Experience - a
Northern Star award would be deserved recognition!

Principal Sponsor:

NEWS

Hydrasun Group
Being shortlisted for this award is great recognition of the
significant progress we have made in building Hydrasun into
a global company. Hydrasun has seen strong growth in its
international sales over the last few years and we have plans
in place to further increase this.

Commitment to Innovative Use of R&D - Sponsored by The
James Hutton Institute
Ecosse Subsea Systems, Expro AX-S Technology Limited,
Paradigm Flow Services
Student Placement - Sponsored by RGU
EFC Group, JAMStudio Ltd, Marathon
Best Campaign - Sponsored by Scotrail Business Direct
AVC Media - The Reading Bus, Fifth Ring - Monty’s Maggie’s
Appeal, Fifth Ring - OilCareers
Commitment to People Development
ACE Winches, AKER Solutions, Woodgroup PSN
Overall Medium Business
Aberdeen Airport, ACE Winches, Survivex
Green Award - Sponsored by Aberdeenshire Council
Business Bio-fuels Ltd & Robnik Ltd, Elan Hair Design,
Keenan Recycling
Outstanding Contribution to Society - Sponsored by Stork
Technical Services
Craig Group, Grampian Police Aberdeen Division, Hydrasun,
NFU Mutual

If you would like to attend the event or
would like information on the few remaining
sponsorship
opportunities,
log
on
to
www.northernstarawards.co.uk

Category Sponsors:

Associated Sponsors:
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East Africa Transforming

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Julien Masse,
International Business
Executive

The eastern coast of Africa has always offered contradictions,
home to some of the most hostile regions of the world yet
in other areas offering some of the most beautiful scenery
and beaches on Earth. Added to the list now are massive
offshore gas discoveries off the Indian Ocean coast that will
catapult the eastern seaboard into the global energy arena,
bringing billions in investment that could transform entire
regional economies in the next few
years.
East Africa has been emerging as an
oil producer in recent years although
discoveries in Uganda and Kenya
have been smaller than the giant
fields in West Africa. This has been
overtaken by the excitement at the
scale of the new gas discoveries.
Suddenly Mozambique and Tanzania,
which until recently did not even
feature on the world energy map,
have become some of the gas
industry’s hottest real estate.
Tanzania and Mozambique
Ophir Energy, British Gas Group,
Statoil and their partner Exxon Mobil
have recently announced major gas
finds off Tanzania and US based
operator Anadarko and ENI of
Italy reported even bigger finds in
the Zafarani field off Mozambique.
Reserves are estimated to be in excess
of 60 trillion cubic feet, enough gas
to supply France, Germany, Britain
and Italy for a year or more.
East Africa’s coastal region, stretching out to the Seychelles
is estimated to hold a total of 441.1 trillion cubic feet of
natural gas, according to the US Geological Survey, about 50
per cent more than in Saudi Arabia. Reserves off northern
Mozambique alone are expected to be almost as much as
Libya’s total proven gas reserves. The biggest finds made
by Anadarko Petroleum, Cove Energy, and Eni of Italy could
contain up to 60 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of recoverable gas,
almost as much as Kuwait’s entire reserves. These levels of
reserves have the potential to turn Mozambique into a key
exporter of tanker transported liquefied natural gas (LNG)
to the massive markets of China and India presently growing
kalewater_strip
20%
year on year. advert: Amend 3 5/4/09 15:45 Page 1

Inward foreign investment
Investment in the region of $15 billion is expected for the
construction of gas infrastructure and port facilities. By
comparison, Mozambique’s entire GDP last year was $12
billion. Mozambique expects that within five years, the new
industry will account for 13% of the economy, already one of
the fastest-growing in the world at
7% in the last year.
With the region still relatively
unexplored analysts are predicting
significantly more finds. Less than
500 wells have been drilled in East
Africa, compared with some 20,000
in the North and nearly 15,000 in
the West of the continent.
Major challenges ahead
There are, however a number of
challenges to be overcome before
the region can truly be seen as a
global player. There is very limited
infrastructure in place and deepwater
port facilities and international class
airports are non-existent.
Debates still rage over the creation
of better living standards for locals
with all the ensuing dangers of
exacerbating corruption and distorting
local economies. Governments have
come under fire for signing opaque
contracts for capital-intensive mega
projects that don’t create many local jobs.
Both Mozambique and Tanzania have had to update their
petroleum legislation presently redrafting new regulations
to meet the fast pace of exploration and development.
Producers are nervous over future tax liabilities as
governments claim an increasing share of the spoils. With
production planned for five years from now, the generation
of wealth and prosperity for all may also take longer than
people imagine. Security of the offshore installations and
the onshore refining and gas compression facilities are also
a concern.
What is certain is these challenges need to be addressed
and solutions found if the region is to reap the full benefit of
the riches right on their doorstep.

8 ALBANY STREET EDINBURGH EH1 3QB SCOTLAND T +44 (0)131 473 2383 w w w @kalew ater.co.uk info@kalewater.co.uk
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Medical security

Building profits

RS Occupational Health – which operates from Aberdeen,
Inverness and Great Yarmouth – has launched a secure
certificate system which guarantees the validity of all
certificates produced by the company.

CALA Group Limited, the UK housebuilder with the highest
private average selling price, has revealed a significant
improvement in operating for the last financial year. The
Private average selling price increased to £339,000 from
£328,000 in 2011, higher than any of the listed housebuilders.

Maritime success
The Aberdeen Maritime Museum features twice on the
shortlist for the Enterprising Museum Award category at the
Arts & Business Scotland Awards.
Sponsorship from Maersk Oil North Sea UK and TAQA
Bratani has helped the museum deliver a high-impact
museum experience.
The Awards celebrate the most outstanding and creative
partnerships between businesses and arts organisations in
Scotland.
The winners will be announced at a celebratory dinner in the
newly refurbished Assembly Rooms, Edinburgh on October
24.

Private completions increased 24% to 875 from 649 in 2011.
Mike Naysmith, Regional Director of CALA Homes (East)
Ltd, said: “Despite what continue to be very challenging
market conditions, the high quality of our homes, selection
of prime locations and focus on being the industry leader
in customer service have again assisted us in exceeding our
sales and profits targets for the year.

ASCO acquisition
Oil and gas logistics company ASCO has acquired North
Sea Lifting Limited (NSL) – an international safety training
and lifting specialist.

NEWS

A unique serial number for each certificate and personal
information can be entered into the RS Occupational Health
website for immediate confirmation of validity reducing the
risk of forgery.

Headquartered in Aberdeen, UK, NSL also has bases in
Texas and Louisiana in the USA. It has around 50 personnel
worldwide.
Derek Smith, ASCO Chief Operating Officer, said: “This
acquisition supports our growth strategy allowing us to
seize the exciting opportunities that lie ahead for ASCO,
notably by providing a wider scope of oil and gas services
in addition to our logistics, waste management and freight
services. It offers exciting opportunities for all involved.”

Corporate
Finance
support
Corporate Finance support
that stands
out from
the crowd.
that stands out from the crowd.
Even the sharpest management team can find it tough in the current economic
climate. Ritson Smith can give you the expert professional support you require to
meet the modern day challenges your business is facing.
We’ve helped hundreds of clients start up, grow and eventually sell their
businesses. We can give you hands-on support at every stage of the process from
initial business plan right through to ultimate disposal.
This hands-on support means you deal directly with our Corporate Finance partner
throughout the process, ensuring you get the highest level of input at all times.
•

Disposals

•

MBO’s & MBI’s

Diligence
Business planning & start ups
Even the sharpest management team can find Due
it tough
in the current
• Business
economic climate. Corporate Finance support• that
delivers
vibrant
thinkingvaluations
Raising
finance
and bright strategic planning has never been more relevant.
•

•

•

Mergers & Acquisitions

•

Financial modelling

Ritson Smith can supply the expert professional support you require to meet
the challenges your business is facing head on.
16 Carden Place, Aberdeen AB10 1FX

Our experience and high-level personal commitment
quickly dispel the
Tel: 01224 will
643311
notion that all accountants are dull, grey and Graham
boring.Alexander: ga@ritson-smith.com
www.ritson-smith.com
Because business isn’t always a case of black
and white.

16 Carden Place, Aberdeen AB10 1FX
Tel: 01224 643311
Graham Alexander: ga@ritson-smith.com
www.ritson-smith.com
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Improving Sustainability Through
Innovation and Collaboration

A GLOBAL FORUM FOR BUSINESS LEADERSHIP
AND TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
THE COMPREHENSIVE EVENT FOR HEAVY OIL.
The North Sea’s “Atlantic Frontier” has a multitude of possibilities for
extraction and exploitation of heavy oil. Join international experts
in Aberdeen and share knowledge, best practices in operations, and
innovation for sustainability in heavy oil around the globe.
conference | exhibition | networking | courses | technical tours

SEPTEMBER 10-13, 2012
ABERDEEN, UK
ABERDEEN EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE CENTRE
2012 Official Congress Stakeholders:*
*As of July 2012

worldheavyoilcongress.com
REGISTER TO ATTEND
Save £200 on Delegate Pass
registration until Aug 15
24
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Enter reference code PROMO

IT Partnership

MAC doubles team

N

etDatatel, the comprehensive technologies solution
provider, has entered into a strategic partnership
agreement with Aberdeen, Moray and Inverness-based
IT communications and management provider, Instalec
Technology Group.

MAC Resourcing, which was established in October 2011 to
work alongside Maritime Assurance and Consulting (MAC),
expects to double its work force to a team of eight in the
next 12 months as demand for its services has exceeded
expectations.

It will see Instalec’s Group Chairman, Steve Higgins and
Managing Director, Graeme Taylor join NetDatatel’s board
as non-executive directors.

The company, which is headed up by director Damian Skelly,
currently operates in the oil and energy engineering sectors,
however is now expanding into commercial and business
support disciplines offering a comprehensive, bespoke
resourcing service.

The company also currently employs 10 staff and five
directors.
Stewart Macdonald, CEO of NetDatatel, said: “This is a
significant step in what we expect to be a year of important
progression for NetDatatel which includes the launch of
new offices in Manchester and Glasgow.”

£1 million contract
SAP consultancy Absoft has been awarded a £1million
contract to deliver a major business software solution for
Northumbria University.
Absoft will extend the Newcastle upon Tyne-based
university’s use of SAP, building on its existing use of the
SAP Finance module, which will transfer to Absoft’s hosting
facilities, before new SAP Purchasing, and HR and Payroll
software modules are implemented.
The project is expected to take around a year to complete
and will see Absoft host the University’s entire SAP system
at its data centres in Aberdeen and Dundee, helping reduce
the institution’s carbon footprint by introducing energy
efficiencies.

Having initially set up MAC Resourcing as an additional
service for MAC’s clients, the company has gone from
strength to strength and is now offering a number of
selection services in addition to candidate attraction. These
including campaign management; first stage interviewing;
designing and facilitating assessment centres; psychometric
testing and contractor payroll management. Damian is
confident that throughout the rest of 2012, the company will
continue to prosper.

Colpitts office
Colpitts World Travel has moved into larger premises in
the West End, the third office move since it entered the
Aberdeen market in October 2010.
The company specialises in providing dedicated offshore
and marine fares for the offshore and shipping industries as
well as handling crew logistics. Its team has doubled from
three to six and Colpitts continues to recruit for experienced
business travel consultants.

Corporate

ASCEF speaker
The Scottish Government’s Permanent Secretary Sir Peter
Housden will be the keynote speaker at ACSEF’s economic
summit this autumn.

NEWS
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Party

from only

£30.00
per person

Nights 2012

We have everything you need to enjoy
a fabulous festive celebration at Mercure
Ardoe House Hotel & Spa.

Book your Private Corporate Christmas Party at
Mercure Ardoe House Hotel & Spa and you can choose from
the following list of exclusive complimentary offers:

The public private partnership which drives economic
development in the region is bringing together business
leaders and the public sector to explore how Aberdeen City
and Shire can secure greater public and private investment
to promote growth in the economy.

5 bedrooms with breakfast
~~~
Chef’s choice of canapés on arrival

The summit, entitled, Securing Investment for Success, will
take place in the AECC on September 7.

~~~
Disco
~~~

Sir Peter is part of a line-up of prominent public and
private figures who will lead the debate on mechanisms for
attracting new private investment in the region, securing
public investment and ensuring Aberdeen City and Shire
gets its fair share from the Government.

Table décor to include
coloured linen and chaircovers
~~~
Additional course either soup or sorbet
to compliment the menu

Selected Lunch and Evening dates available!

He will be joined by Paul Skinner, the non-executive chairman
of Infrastructure UK – a division of HM Treasury mandated
to bring a strategic focus to the planning, development,
funding and implementation of infrastructure projects
across all sectors of the UK Economy.

Extra incentives available for
Sunday - Thursday dates, conditions apply.

Ardoe House Hotel & Spa

T: 01224 860 600 E: h6626-re1@accor.com
Mercure Aberdeen Ardoe House Hotel and Spa
South Deeside Road, Blairs, Aberdeen. AB12 5YP
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Elected by members
New Board and Council members are now in place

T

he Chamber has four new board members and nine new
members have also been elected to the 27-strong Policy
Council which represents businesses of all sizes and from
all sectors.

The new Board members are:

FEATURES

Alec Carstairs
Senior Partner, Transactions Oil and Gas, Ernst & Young LLP
Alec was a partner with
Ernst & Young for 24 years
with a focus on oil and gas
transactions market and
most recently was senior
partner of the Aberdeen
office.
He retired from
the firm in June 2012 but
continues on a consultancy
basis. During his period with EY, he was a member of the
EMEIA Governance Council and held several positions
including Head of Oil and Gas Transactions in UK and Head
of Transactions for Scotland. Alec is also a Director of Vine
Trust, a Scottish based charity providing care to abandoned
and orphaned children in Peru and Tanzania and a basic
health service to 100,000 people in Amazonia.
Douglas Craig
Chairman and Managing
Director, Craig Group Ltd
Douglas
is
Chairman
and Managing Director
of Craig Group Ltd. He
qualified as a CA with
KPMG in 1975. A previous
Grampian
Industrialist
of the Year and Scottish
Entrepreneur of the Year,
he was awarded an OBE
in 2002 for his services to the oil and gas industry and
awarded a doctorate from the University of Aberdeen in
2010.
Peter Sharp
Partner, Pinsent Masons
LLP
Peter is a Partner at
international
law
firm
Pinsent Masons, and has
over 25 years’ experience
in employment law.
With expertise in industrial
relations and collective
employment
problems,
Peter is recognised as a leading employment law adviser to
the offshore Oil & Gas industry. He advises major employers
in relation to HR strategic planning and resourcing and
has specialist knowledge in international jurisdictional
employment issues.
In addition, Peter regularly coaches directors and managers
in employment issues.
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Rob Wallen
Principal and Chief Executive,
Aberdeen College
Rob Wallen was born in
London. He has degrees
in
English
Literature
Applied Linguistics as
well
as
management
qualifications.
Before
joining Aberdeen College
in 1991, Rob worked in
secondary, further and
higher education in Egypt, China and England. Rob is
a member of the Boards of ACSEF and Aberdeen Safer
Communities Trust, and of the Scottish Qualifications
Authority Qualifications Committee.

The new Council members are:
Duncan Cameron
Operations Director, First
Aberdeen Limited
Originally from Aberdeen,
Duncan Cameron began
his career at First as a
graduate in 2001. Within
6 years he was promoted
to Operations Director
of First’s bus business in
Essex, becoming one of
the company’s youngest
ever directors. He returned
to Aberdeen in 2009 becoming First Aberdeen’s Operations
Director, a position he has held since then.
Valerie Watts
Chief Executive, Aberdeen
City Council
Before taking up her post
as Chief Executive with
Aberdeen City Council in 2011,
Valerie Watts had over 25
years’ public sector experience
having worked in local
government since 1989 and
prior to that the health service
in Northern Ireland from 1983.
Following Scottish local government re-organisation in the
mid-1990s, Valerie became Head of Facilities Management,
Leisure and Environmental Services with East Dunbartonshire
Council. In June 2000 she was promoted to Assistant Chief
Executive and in 2003 to Director of Corporate Services.
Valerie was also Town Clerk and Chief Executive of Derry
City Council where she transformed the organisation,
leading on the new regeneration plan for the City of Derry
and succeeding both with the bid by Derry to become the
first UK City of Culture for 2013 and to secure Derry’s place
as a stage on the world-renowned clipper race.

BUSINESS BULLETIN - AUGUST 2012

Rachel Milne is General
Manager of the Social
Enterprise DAB Plus c.i.c and
the associated Community
Transport charity; Buchan
Dial-a-Community Bus.
Rachel is the current
Chair of the Community
Transport
Association’s
Scottish Committee and is a Board member of the Go Skills/
People First Community Transport Industry Board.
Deirdre Michie
Group Manager for Materials
Enterprise Categories and
Suppliers, Shell International
Petroleum Company Limited

Jane Spiers
Chief Executive , Horsecross
Arts Ltd
Jane Spiers takes up
post as Chief Executive
of Aberdeen Performing
Arts in September 2012
and will be responsible for
managing His Majesty’s
Theatre, The Music Hall
and the Lemon Tree, all
contributing to Aberdeen’s
vibrant cultural life, staging over 1000 performances and
welcoming in the region of 500,000 visitors annually. Jane
is currently Chief Executive of Perth Concert Hall, Scotland’s
newest concert hall, launched in 2005 and Perth Theatre,
one of Scotland’s oldest and busiest producing theatres.
Derrick Murray
Director, Nestrans

In 2011, Deirdre was
appointed
as
General
Manager for a global
strategic sourcing role
for Shell International,
moving
from
the
post of Contracting &
Procurement Manager for Shell’s European upstream
business that she had held since 2007.
Having gained an Honours degree in Scots law, Deirdre
began her commercial career with Shell as a marketing
graduate trainee, in its downstream operations.
Deirdre is on the Board of Aberdeen College and has served
for 7 years on the Board of Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber
of Commerce; Deirdre is also a Burgess of Aberdeen City.

Derick is a chartered
civil engineer with a 32
year history in transport.
Director
of
Nestrans,
the regional transport
partnership since 2007,
he is currently involved
in
trying
to
secure
the regions access to
Heathrow, ensuring better
rail services for the northeast both externally and locally and
making a case for more Scottish Government investment
in our road infrastructure. Derick is also a member of the
ACSEF Management Team and of the Society of Chief
Officers of Transportation in Scotland Executive Committee.

George B Thom
Director, RBS Business Banking

Craig Stevenson
Bon Accord & St Nicholas
Shopping Centre

George Thom is a Fellow of
the Chartered Institute of
Bankers in Scotland and has
34 years experience in the
Banking industry.
He started his career in
Fraserburgh and is currently
Director Business Banking,
Aberdeen City & Shire with
The Royal Bank of Scotland.
George leads a team of local Business Relationship Managers
who serve RBS’s SME customers - Start Up businesses and
growing & established businesses typically with turnover levels
up to £2m.
George is a Board member of both Aberdeen Arts Centre and
Scotland Crimestoppers Grampian.

FEATURES

Rachel Milne
General Manager, Buchan Dial-aCommunity Bus/ DAB Plus c.i.c

Craig is Centre Manager
for Bon Accord & St
Nicholas Shopping Centre
having
had
extensive
retail experience as Store
Manager of Bhs, House
of Fraser and latterly
Debenhams, where he
won the Scottish Retail
Award for Store Manager of the Year 2010.

Stephen Gow
General Manager, Thistle
Aberdeen Altens
Stephen is General manager
of Thistle Aberdeen Altens.
Stephen
Chair’s
the
Aberdeen City & Shire Hotels
Association which represents
over 40 hotels in the region;
he is a director of Visit
Aberdeen and also involved
in the Hospitality Industry
Trust locally and sits on Aberdeen Airport working group.

Both Board and Council members serve a three-year term of
office and Board members can serve for a maximum of two
consecutive terms.
For full Board and Council
www.agcc.co.uk/meet-the-team

listings

please

visit
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Susan Staniforth,
Commercial Training Manager
(maternity cover)

Get your career
on the right
course

ON THE MOVE

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AWARDS IN MANAGEMENT

P

Professional Development Awards (PDAs) in Management
have been developed by the Scottish Qualifications
Authority (SQA), to enable individuals to develop specific
management competences and demonstrate achievement
of nationally recognised standards. This follows extensive
research into the potential for this type of award, which
considered contributions from employers, training centres
and potential candidates of the qualification.

TRAINING

lease join us for a training course at our new tailored for
training premises. We have three rooms available and
two of them are board-room size. These two larger rooms
can also be made into one large room for seminar style
presentations.
They have the usual facilities you would expect with
projection equipment, whiteboard and flipcharts. There is
also break out facilities including café style delegate seating
areas.
While our aim is to deliver even more first class public
courses during 2012 these excellent facilities are available
for In-House client courses.
In-House courses give flexibility for tailoring, we can
incorporate the ethos and strategy of clients along with
the learning outcomes of the course. In-House courses
can also be incorporated into a programme which can be
over a couple of days or even one day a month for several
months. All of the course subjects can be tailored as they
are in modules and it is possible to pick only the modules
that clients need.
NEW COURSES
Building on the successes of our courses so far this year
there are some new titles about to be added to our portfolio:
The Green Agenda – are you ready?
This is an introduction to the environmental legislation and
policy framework through to ISO14001. Understand the
implications and how to make improvements.
Writing Successful Award Applications
Here you will learn how to make a robust application for
local or national funds.
Survive and Thrive!
People with resilience cope better with changes, deadlines
and setbacks as well as many of personal life challenges.
Studies have shown resilience is a skill that can be learned.
Delivering Bad News
One of the less pleasant tasks that have to be performed in
the course of work and life is delivering bad news. Most dread
these kinds of conversations. This interactive workshop is
designed to help you feel more confident in situations like
this and teaches you how to impart distressing information
in a sensitive and professional manner, allowing time to
practice.
For
further
details
contact
Susan
Staniforth
on 01224 343917
or email
susan.staniforth@agcc.co.uk
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George Brand,
Vocational Training Manager
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PDAs look for the essential skills and knowledge required
within a range of management roles and applies them
to a relevant work context. Candidates undertaking the
PDA will be in roles with a diverse range of managerial
responsibilities. These awards are assessed over time,
and typically a PDA will take approximately 3-4 months,
although some participants will achieve in less time.
Candidates are assessed individually in their workplace, and
receive on-going guidance and support from a qualified and
experienced Management assessor. Candidates can start at
any time and there are no specific entry requirements for
any of the PDAs in Management.
There are six PDAs, each consisting of two SVQ Units taken
from the current Management SVQ suite, ranging from Level
8 to Level 10 within the Scottish Credit & Qualifications
Framework (SCQF). Each PDA represents a short standalone award, which enables individuals to enhance their
managerial skills and achieve a certificate of competence
within a short period of time. The attraction of this is, that
it provides a taster of the Management SVQs, and they
can use this as a stepping stone to further awards, such as
the full SVQ in Management at an appropriate level, using
units they have already achieved as credit towards the full
outcome.
The PDAs available are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing self and the work of others
Leadership
Managing finances
Managing projects and business processes
Planning and implementing change
Leading change

PDAs in Management are jointly certificated by SQA and
the Chartered Management Institute. Successful candidates
can therefore gain membership of CMI, which means that
they can become part of the professional community of
managers and can benefit from development opportunities
that this can provide.
The Chamber is also registered to deliver Workplace PDAs
for Assessors and Verifiers, which are taken from the current
Learning & Development suite.
For further information please contact George Brand on
(01224) 343914 or at george.brand@agcc.co.uk or visit
www.agcc.co.uk/management-leadership.
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Diary
OUR EVENT SPONSORS
Business Breakfast Principal Sponsor:

Cut out and keep

Business Breakfast Associate Sponsors:

AUG

EVENT

TIME

VENUE

Wed 1

Dealing with Difficult Employment Situations (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 8

Communications and Interpersonal Skills (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 14

Project Management – The Basics (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 14

HR for Non HR Managers (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 15

Interview Skills (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Thur 16

Local Content in Angola - How to navigate the perils and pitfalls

9.30am - 1pm

AGCC

Tue 21

Taking Notes and Minutes (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 21

Motivation and Delegation (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 22

Essential Supervisory Skills (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 22

Effective Business Writing (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Thur 23

Tourism Business Breakfast

7 – 9am

Mercure Ardoe House Hotel and Spa

Thur 23

Managing Stakeholders (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Tue 28

Time Management (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Wed 29

Creating Successful Tenders (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Thur 30

Advanced Presentations (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Thur 30

Conducting Constructive Appraisals (Training)

9.15am – 4.30pm

AGCC

Mon 3

Real Time Information Lunch ‘n’ Learn with activpayroll

11.45am -2pm

AGCC

CHAMBER DIARY

Lunch ‘n’ Learn Sponsors:

SEP

For ALL your print
and promotional
requirements
Litho Print

|

Digital Print

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate,
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk
www.compassprint.co.uk
|

Signs & Labels

|

Exhibition & Display

|

Promotional Gifts
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At DHL Express, we go to the ends of earth and back to
support businesses’ import and export needs.
From small companies to large organisations, we care about
driving customers’ businesses forward. They’ve been trusting
us to deliver for over 40 years – probably because we make
understanding international express shipping our business.
Our local expertise, unparalleled international network and
customs clearance experience is second to none. Whatever a
business is shipping; whenever a shipment needs to get there
– DHL delivers, making us the perfect partner for small
businesses expanding into overseas markets.
That’s the Speed of Yellow.

www.dhl.co.uk
30
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365 Collaboration Ltd
Collaboration and communications company
providing Microsoft Office 365 online business
systems/SharePoint solutions for Cloud computing.
41 Allison Close
Cove Bay
Aberdeen
AB12 3WG
t: 01224 876122
w: www.365collaboration.com
e: info@365collaboration.com
c: Karen Phimister - Managing Director
Coretrax Technology Ltd
Oilfield Service Company: Specialised Well-Bore
Cleaning Equipment, Chemicals and Services.
Abandonment and Drilling Rentals Division.
Unit 4
Springfield Business Centre
East Tullos Industrial Estate
Aberdeen
AB12 3AX
t: 01224 872020
w: www.coretrax.co.uk
e: claire.howard@coretrax.co.uk
c: Claire Howard - Office Manager
Angola Business 4 U
An International Business Consultantion and
facilitation with experience in building business
relationships between the western world and Africa
27 Pauline House
Old Montague Street
London
E1 5NU
t: 07791 771458
w: www.angolabusiness4u.com
e: angolabusiness4u@gmail.com
c: Rita Roberts - Managing Director
JBC Ltd
Change management specialists: specialising
in strategic & cultural alignment to deliver
sustainable results
Optimus House
Prospect Road
Arnhall Business Park
Westhill
AB32 6FE
t: 01224 766 724
w: www.jonathanburtonconsulting.co.uk
e: info@jonathanburtonconsulting.co.uk
c: Jonathan Burton - Director
Artek Service & Supply
Technical procurement
Unit 19B
Camiestone Road
Thainstone Business Park
Inverurie
AB51 5GT
t: 01467 621243
w: www.artek.org.uk
e: arthur@artek.org.uk
c: Arthur Smith - Director
SMART Consultants
Art consultancy, curation, artist representation,
exhibition installation, bespoke commissions,
design, pop up events & exhibitions, specialist
craft projects, exclusive artwork leasing
9 Albyn Terrace
Aberdeen
AB10 1YP
t: 01224 561977
w: www.wearesmartconsultants.co.uk
e: margaretha@wearesmartconsultants.co.uk
c: Margaretha Simpson - Partner

Drillmar Resources Ltd
Recruitment - Oil & Gas - Specialists in Drilling
and Well Services
Crichiebank Business Centre
Mill Road
Inverurie
AB51 5NQ
t: 01467 894232
w: www.drillmar.co.uk
e: raymond.bruce@drillmar.co.uk
c: Raymond Bruce -Director

John Graham (Dromore) Ltd
A leading player in all areas of building, civil
engineering and facilities management
Graham Group
1 Berry Street
Aberdeen
AB25 1HF
t: 07818 575560
w: www.graham.co.uk
e: dyke.mckenzie@graham.co.uk
c:DykeMcKenzie-BusinessDevelopmentManagerScotland

St Andrew’s First Aid
Scotland’s leading provider of first aid training,
supplies and event cover
National Headquarters
St Andrew’s House
48 Milton Street
Glasgow
G4 0HR
t: 01413 324031
w: www.firstaid.org.uk
e: mary.mcluskey@firstaid.org.uk
c: Mary McLuskey -Managing Director

Central Investment Services Ltd
Wealth management services for individuals and
employee benefits solutions for employers of all sizes
9-13 Albert Street
Aberdeen
AB25 1XX
t: 01224 657000
w: www.centralinvestment.co.uk
e: derek.robertson@centralinvestment.co.uk
c: Derek Robertson - Managing Director

Maritime Assurance & Consulting Ltd
Maritime Assurance & Consulting Ltd (MAC) is
a leading independent marine and engineering
consultancy
Mackenzie Building
168 Skene Street
Aberdeen
AB10 1PE
t: 01224 577070
w: www.mac-l.com
e: graeme@mac-l.com
c: Graeme Reid - Managing Director
Charlie Innes Associates Limited
Advertising, Marketing and PR Agency
1 Little Belmont Street
Aberdeen
AB10 1JG
t: 01224 452177
w: www.charlieinnes.com
e: charlie@charlieinnes.com
c: Charlie Innes - Managing Director
Danwood Scotland
One of the largest independent suppliers of total
office solutions. Whether you are searching for
printing, faxing or copying equipment, Danwood
have a solutions package that will be suitable for you.
2 Fountainhall Road
Aberdeen
AB15 4DT
t: 01224 842400
w: www.danwoodscotland.co.uk
e: jim.mckay@danwoodscotland.co.uk
c: Jim McKay - Regional Sales Manager
M & C Energy Group
M&C is an energy consultancy and compliance
specialist
Claymore House
Enterprise Way
Dunfermline
KY11 8PY
t: 07917 752312
w: www.mcenergygroup.co.uk
e: oonagh.piner@mcenergygroup.com
c: Oonagh Piner - Account Manager

The Beautiful Mountain
Fresh, innovative catering deliveries
11-13 Belmont Street
Aberdeen
AB10 1JR
t: 01224 645353
w: www.thebeautifulmountain.co.uk
e: susan@thebeautifulmountain.com
c: Susan Caie - Partner
Saipem Limited
A large international, and one of the best
balanced, turnkey contractors in the oil & gas
industry
Tern Place
Denmore Road
Bridge of Don
Aberdeen
AB23 8JX
t: 01224 843434
w: www.saipem.com
e: enquiries@saipem.com
c: Fiona Ross - Training & Competency Officer

NEW MEMBERS

NEW MEMBERS AT THE CHAMBER

Swagelok
Authorised sales and service centre for Swagelok
Unit 4A Wellheads Crescent
Wellheads Industrial Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 7GA
t: 01224 759900
w: www.swagelok.com/scotland
e: john.wilson@swagelok.com
c: John Wilson - Operations Director
Bowtech Products Ltd
Manufacture and Supply Underwater Cameras,
Video Control Systems, Strobes, Connectors,
Multiplexers, Lights and Pan & Tilts.
Howemoss Crescent
Kirkhill Industrial Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 0GN
t: 01224 772345
w: www.bowtech.co.uk
e: brenda@bowtech.co.uk
c: Brenda Hector - Strategic Sales & Marketing Manager

Real Time Information (RTI) AGCC Lunch ‘n’ Learn
Seminar 3 September 2012, 11.45am – 2.00pm
All UK employers will be required to implement RTI in 2013.
Learn what your HMRC obligations will be, and how to effectively comply.
To book email events@agcc.co.uk or call 01224 343901.

www.activpayroll.com
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“
Who would be
your ideal lunch
date?

”

HOT TOPIC

My ideal lunch date would be the Queen, 60 years in a job and she must have some stories
to tell. We would dine in The Caledonian by Thistle Hotel as it would be nostalgic for her
as we know she has dined there many a time. It would be a great opportunity to sample the
afternoon tea at the Caledonian, which I am sure is on par with Balmoral. I would hope that she
would bring some of the young royals with her so that we can then let her relax and enjoy some
cocktails in the bar.

Fiona McIver, Sales Manager, Aberdeen Cluster, Thistle Hotels

My ideal lunch date would be Sir Richard Branson. Firstly, he’s got a few bob so I’m sure
it’d be a nice lunch and he’d pick up the tab. Secondly, I’ve read a few of his books and I’m
sure he’d have some interesting stories to tell about his various business ventures and global
adventures. I’d ask about his battle with British Airways during the 1993 ‘Dirty Tricks’ incident
where he won in the end but put some of his businesses on the line in the process. I’d also ask
about some of his record breaking adventures specifically his Atlantic crossing attempts in the
mid 80’s. Lastly, some of his luck in business might rub off on e-products as we launch our new
project planning software this year.

Trevor Cattle, Managing Director, e-products

I was going to say Michelle Mone but perhaps in the light of Chelsea’s end of season success
I should say Roberto de Matteo. I want to know how he formulated the team to achieve what
they have done in such a short space of time.
Michelle Mone would be an ideal lunch guest because I have met her before and she is inspirational.
She has reinvented herself and still tries to come up with new ideas in her business. She is also
quite glamorous for her age and I think if she can look so glamorous maybe I can as well.
However Roberto de Matteo must be very driven and very focussed to succeed as he has done
with that group of people. My business is about teamwork in delivering events you have to be
focussed. I am selling trust and confidence because people won’t let me organise events if they
don’t trust me to deliver it. Over lunch perhaps Roberto de Matteo could share with me how he
focuses on the job in hand and builds a team of people to deliver it.
Debbie Moir, Founder and Director of Q Events 2

My perfect lunch guest would be Nelson Mandela – and ideally I would cook the lunch before
I sat down with him.
My father spent most of his working life in Malawi and I was there until I was six so consequently I
am very aware of his achievements. He spent 27 years of his life in prison for his beliefs and then
came out and brought a nation together and ended apartheid in circumstances which may have
seemed impossible.
I have visited South Africa several times including taking part in the World Chefs Tour Against
Hunger which raises money to help feed poor children. I think a good Scottish dish – probably
Aberdeen Angus beef - would have to be on the menu. I am sure his tastes would be simple but
he is an educated man who I am sure appreciates different styles of food. While fruit and fish are
good in South Africa agriculture is difficult and the beef would not compare with here in Scotland
and as he enjoyed the meal I could enjoy his company.
Graham Buchan, Chef/Director, Cowshed Restaurant and Cook School Banchory
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On the move
Aberdeen-based oilfield services firm, Coretrax Technology
Limited has appointed Stewart Maxwell as a Senior
Applications Engineer to head the division and aims to add
further recruits this year.

Peter Sangster

Downhole
Products
has
appointed Peter Byth as
finance officer.
He brings the Portlethenbased team 30 years of
financial
experience
in
electronics, food ingredients,
pharmaceuticals,
speciality
chemicals and the oil and gas
sector.
Peter Byth

Aberdeen-based
Prodrill
Energy Resource Solutions
has appointed Duncan Weir
as a new non-executive
director of the company.
Duncan
runs
his
own
consultancy
firm,
Weir
International
Ltd,
which
specialises
in
oil
and
gas drilling, design and
construction of ship and
marine structures, as well
as providing consultancy on
associated renewable energy.

Graham
Stewart,
Global
Technical Director of Energy
at Lloyd’s Register, has been
appointed
as
Honorary
Visiting
Professor
of
Engineering at the University
of Aberdeen.
In his role, Graham will
provide input and guidance
on the research direction
of the Engineering School
primarily in relation to oil and
gas activities.

Rebecca Blair has joined the
Mercure Aberdeen Ardoe
House Hotel and Spa as Sales
Manager.
In her new role, Rebecca will
be responsible for driving the
hotel’s sales and marketing
activities and will also be
working on developing new
business relationships for
the hotel, focussing on the
corporate meetings and event
sectors.

ON THE MOVE

Peter Sangster has been
appointed general manager
of the Mercure Aberdeen
Ardoe House Hotel.
Mr Sangster, a former deputy
manager of the hotel before
his departure in 2006, took
over the role in time to oversee
the addition of 10 bedrooms
and the refurbishment of all
the hotel’s public spaces.
The £1.5m project is now
complete.

Rebecca Blair

FG Burnett has promoted
Moira Gordon to senior
surveyor in its Commercial
Valuation and Ratings team
in Aberdeen.
Moira is a specialist in business
rates, representing a number
of clients within all sectors
of the market, with the goal
of minimising business rates
exposure.
Moira Gordon

Duncan Weir

(L-R) Kenny Greig, Julie Lawtie, Matt Paterson, Kenny Morgan,
Pamela Gillespie and David Benzie.

Graham Stewart

Aiken Group has appointed six new members of staff to the
Aberdeen-based team.
The employs 64 staff at its Aberdeen headquarters as well
as around 100 personnel worldwide.
David Benzie has joined the company in the role of
lead draughtsman, Pamela Gillespie in the role of CAD
draughtsperson, Kenny Greig as construction engineer,
Kenny Morgan as an electrical engineer, Matt Paterson as a
project engineer and Julie Lawtie as a project administrator.
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Professor Stephen Vertigans
has been appointed Head
of School of Applied Social
Studies at Robert Gordon
University.
Professor
Vertigans
had
been Acting Head of School
since July 2011 following the
retirement of Professor Joyce
Lishman.
Professor Stephen Vertigans

ON THE MOVE

(L-R) Pinsent Mason partners Gillian Frew and Shirley Allen with
director Mark McCall

International law firm Pinsent Masons has strengthened its
Energy and Natural Resources team with the promotion of
Shirley Allen and Gillian Frew to partners, while commercial
property expert Mark McCall has been appointed a director.
The promotions follow the recent merger with McGrigors
and Pinsent Masons has also announced its first senior hire
since the merger, appointing energy and mining expert
Akshai Fofaria, who will focus on inbound projects work
into Africa, particularly on the oil and gas and mining side.

Thorpe Molloy Recruitment
has appointed Claire Hedley
as team leader for its HR
division.
Claire has responsibility for
qualified level recruitment
through
to
board
level
appointments for all human
resources disciplines. She
returns to the company after
three years at Banff and
Buchan College.

(L-R) Moray Barber, Shaun Reynolds and Chris Hunter

Claire Hedley

Elaine Booth has been
appointed
manager
of
the
Tourism
Partnership
for
Aberdeen
City
and
Shire which will lead the
development of the sector in
the North-east.
Over the last few years Elaine
has been concentrating on
destination
development,
working with Royal Deeside
and the Cairngorms and
Elaine Booth
Banffshire Coast Tourism
Partnership Destination Management Organisations.
A new chairman has been appointed to lead regional
transport partnership Nestrans.
Aboyne, Upper Deeside and Donside councillor Peter
Argyle takes on the role, replacing councillor Ian Yuill who
stepped down after a year.
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Aberdeen-based IT services company Skibo Technologies
Ltd has made two key appointments to further strengthen
its focus on business development and service delivery.
Holly Paterson has been appointed marketing and sales
manager and Richard Stewart takes on the newly created
position of operations manager.

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce

Deloitte in Aberdeen has promoted three key team
members from its Energy & Resources practice.
The business advisory firm has appointed Moray Barber,
Shaun Reynolds and Chris Hunter to director to bolster the
firm’s already substantial presence in the energy sector in
Scotland.
William Lippe Architects has appointed Stephen Martin
as a senior architect and Tony Soares as an architectural
technician.
Aberdeen-based integrated
production data solutions
specialist, Aventa Systems,
has appointed Kenny Duncan
as commercial director.
Prior to working with the firm
Kenny ran his own information
and technologies company,
Pragma. The company was
formed in 1995 and grew to
have more than 120 employees
before being sold to Sword
Group, a French PLC, in 2005.

Kenny Duncan
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DEER digital has appointed Angela Patton to the new
position of Commercial Director.
Most recently Angela ran her own successful media planning
and management consultancy and she will assume overall
responsibility for driving DEER digital’s strategic sales
growth in both local and international markets.
Aberdeen-based marketing
and
communications
consultancy Innes Associates
has appointed Clare Scott as
a PR account manager.
She will work alongside
managing director Charlie
Innes and existing PR account
manager Ian McLaren.

Claire Scott

Aberdeen Royal Infirmary has appointed its first UK trained
physician assistant – an innovative new post designed to
help meet changing healthcare needs.
Natasha O’Hagan has joined ARI as the University of
Aberdeen accepts applications for the next intake of its
two-year Physician Assistant postgraduate diploma course.
Accountancy firm Johnston Carmichael, which is
headquartered in Aberdeen, has announced a number of
new promotions.
Adam Hardie, the firm’s Edinburgh-based director
of business development, has been made a partner
in recognition of his contribution to the growth and
development of the business across Scotland.
His colleague Peter Young, a director of tax in Johnston
Carmichael’s Edinburgh office, has also been promoted
to partner in recognition of his key role in growing the tax
practice and capability of the firm.
Aberdeen-based Laura Anderson, who handles day to day
management of the audit, tax and related services, has
been promoted to the role of Director.
Aberdeen Exhibition and
Conference
Centre
has
appointed Jennifer Green as
PR and Marketing Assistant.
Jennifer joins AECC from
the radio station Original
FM where she worked as a
broadcast journalist.

Jennifer Green

FQM has appointed Michael Freeman as Associate Director
as part of its continued expansion.
Burnett & Reid, Aberdeen’s longest established legal
practice, has promoted William Robertson to become its
youngest partner.
He is now a partner in the corporate and commercial
department of the firm which he joined in 2008.
He oversaw the re-launch of the firm’s website earlier this
year and has recently bolstered the firm’s service offering
by achieving dual qualification in Scots and English law.
International
health
and
safety
consultancy
Cresent
has
announced
the appointment of Stuart
Rennie to the newly-created
post of business development
director. The role has been
created as part of the
Aberdeen-based company’s
drive to focus on strategic
sales of its suite of e-learning
and control of work products.
Stuart Rennie
Mr Rennie will be tasked
with further developing Cresent’s worldwide sales base
by engaging with senior figures in the global oil and gas
sector, as well as other industries operating in hazardous
environments.

ON THE MOVE

Cammach Recruitment has appointed Sarah McLean,
Lauren Maxwell and Lisa Frisken to the recruitment team
at its base in East Tullos, Aberdeen.

Andy Moir and Angus Turner

AVC Media Enterprises has appointed two new members of
staff as it looks to expand its sports analysis presence in the
Middle East, whilst also strengthening relationships with key
sports industry personnel in the build up the Qatar World
Cup in 2022.
Andy Moir’s main role at AVC will see him work alongside
the sports production team to build relations in the Middle
East.
He has already secured leads with UAE professional football
club Al Ahli via its Director of Football, Roy Aitken - former
Aberdeen Football Club Manager and Scotland international.
Angus Turner, also previously of D2 Marketing, joins AVC to
support the team with copywriting and PR initially, but will
also support the sports production team with filming and
editing.

Executive
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